
AKNAS is a designer, manufacturer and brand of exotic leathers
(Stingray,Crocodile,Python,Ostrich).

We are proud to introduce in this following catalogue our 
                  “Atelier AKNAS ” exclusive collection.



FLAT BRACELET

Wristband 15 mm width with 925 sterling silver adjustable
double clasp,length (15 to 25 cm).
Reference BCB/15-25/ACL.

“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

Wristband 12 mm width with 925 sterling silver adjustable
double clasp,length (15 to 25 cm).
Reference BCB/15-25/AC.

Wristband 12 mm width with 925 sterling silver adjustable
ball clasp,length (15 to 25 cm).
Reference BC12BB5/SLP.



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

WRISTBAND WITH CLASP

Wristband 20 mm width with 925 sterling silver clasp
length 23 cm (adjustable).
Reference BCB20/model.
We have more models in our collection.



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

CORD BRACELET 

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver anchor xl with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (2BCR3/Anchor-XL).

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver anchor with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (2BCR3/Anchor).

 Round bracelet with stainless steel clasp,cord diameter 4mm length 40cm.
 Reference (BCR/SSR).



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver long hook with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/XLHK).

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver  hook with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/LHK).

CORD BRACELET 

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver wide hook with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/WHK).



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

CORD BRACELET 
Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver knot ball with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/KNOT).

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver golf ball with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/GOLF).

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver tennis ball with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/TENNIS).

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver rugby ball with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/RUGBY).

Cord bracelet with 925 sterling silver foot ball with 3mm string length (15 to 22cm).
Reference (BCR3/FOOT).



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

METAL BRACELET 
925 sterling silver thick bracelet with alternation of stingray and metal above 
and below(skins 4mm width).
Reference (2S-BC4).

925 sterling silver thin bracelet with alternation of stingray and metal above and 
below(skins 6mm width).
Reference (3S-BC6).

925 sterling silver thick bracelet with alternation of stingray and metal above 
and below(skins 6mm width).
Reference (2S-BC6).



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

METAL BRACELET 

925 sterling silver round bracelet with alternation of stingray and metal 
above and below (string 4mm). 
Reference (2S-BCR4).

925 sterling silver round bracelet with alternation of stingray and metal 
above and below (string 5mm). 
Reference (2S-BCR5).

925 sterling silver round bracelet with alternation of stingray and metal 
above (string 4mm). 
Reference (2S-2BCR4).



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

METAL BRACELET 

 Round bracelet 925 sterling silver with one cord on top and under.Reference (ESLB).

 Round bracelet 925 sterling silver with two cords on top and under.Reference (EDLB).

Slanted edges holding three cords in a simple and timeless band design.
Reference (1SBCR3).

Slanted edges holding six cords in a double and timeless band design.
Reference (2SBCR3).



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

METAL BRACELET 

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with patch of stingray for women.
Reference (EBRW).

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with patch of stingray for women.
Reference (EBRW/AA).

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with 3 patches of stingray for 
women.
Reference (EBRW/AA1).

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with patch of stingray for women.
Reference (EBRW/AA2).

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with patch of stingray for
men.
Reference (EBRM).

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with patch of stingray for
men.
Reference (EBRM/AA).

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with 3 patches of stingray for
men.
Reference (EBRM/AA1).

Thin 925 sterling silver bracelet 
with patch of stingray for
men.
Reference (EBRM/AA2).



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

BALL BRACELET 

Available with one, three or five 925 sterling silver 
beads.
Available two models “elastic” or “macrame”.
Stones Lava, Onyx, Tiger eyes, Lapis lazuli.

Like all “Atelier AKNAS” ball bracelet, the 925 
sterling silver beads are made with our deep 
dyed stingray.



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

SQUARE AND CYLINDER BRACELET 

Each bracelet also features an “Atelier AKNAS”signature 925 sterling silver 
and galuchat clasp round bead.

Like all “Atelier AKNAS”square or cylinder bracelet, the 925 sterling silver 
beads are made with our deep dyed stingray.

Available with one, three or five 925 sterling silver beads.
Stones Onyx, Tiger eyes, Lapis lazuli.



“Atelier AKNAS” exclusive collection JEWELLERY.

Atelier AKNAS Original Packaging
- Box
- Linen Pouch
- Watermarked Silk Paper (Tissue Paper) - Branded Sticker
- Guarantee Card
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WHO ARE WE?
AKNAS is a designer, manufacturer and retailer of high-end exotic leathers accesso-
ries.Founded in June 2001, AKNAS has always been a holistic manufacturer.

Our master-crafsmen are trained in-house in the art of using our very unique variety of 
leathers,so AKNAS has been able to offer a very stable quality output, year after year.

Since its inception, AKNAS has designed, co-designed and produced items for some the 
best leather goods accessories and product design companies in the world and earned a 
reputation for manufacture excellence.
We are known to always seek and develop partnerships based on one simple idea:
Quality.

TRADE & SERVICES
OEM-Developing original finished or semi-finished products and make them available 
to designers, retailers and brands to be peronalized and branded.

ODM-Co-developing products together with designers and manufacturing the resulting 
creations for them.

“Atelier AKNAS”brand
-offering franchises to sell and distribute “Atelier AKNAS” finished original product.
-distributing the “Atelier AKNAS”branded lines of products through our stores.



WHO ARE WE?
The Atelier (”highly specialized workshop” in French) and the office form a tight team. Sit-
uated across from one another in the yard they share with the company’s founders house, 
their physical proximity is crucial to the quality of our production, from the first draft to 
the finished product.

Stock Cords, straps & wearables Small medium leather goods

Quality ControlHome decorationSilversmithing



Our hides come from traceable, responsible sources.

Stingray leather, also called shagreen or galuchat, is a material half way between the animal and the 
mineral and which comes from various families of stingrays collected throughout south-east Asia,but 
essentially from Indonesia..

BEING A RESPONSIBLE MANUFACTURER
STINGRAY

They come from of a long established, non-industrial, food fishing tradition.Medical proper-
ties of the stingray skeleton and some of its internal organs make them also sought after by the pharma-
ceutical industry.Hides for fine leather crafts are thus a by product of this practice that leaves nothing to 
waste

Because it is a moral imperative, a sound sustainable approach to business and the law, AKNAS 
scrupulously abides by the convention and provides certificates for the two types of skins requiring them:
python and crocodile.

CROCODILE PYTHON

CITES (the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna anFlora, a.k.a. 
Washington Convention) is a multilateral treaty designed to protect endangered plants & animals and 
entered into force on July 1, 1975. Its aim is to ensure that international trade in specimens of wild animals 
and plants does not threaten the survival of the species in the wild, and it accords varying degrees of pro-
tection to more than 35,000 species of animals and plants.

What all our hides share is their suppleness,the richness of their color and the finished 
quality of their beads.These three attributes have allowed us to distinguish ourselves and 
earned us the honor of working with great leather goods companies and luxury brands.


